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	The Coder's Path to Wealth and Independence, 9781484204221 (1484204220), Apress, 2014

	Developers, programmers, technical architects, and consultants: You are highly skilled and have deep commitment to your craft as well as the motivation to excel. It’s time to step away from the perceived security of a full-time salaried position, or a marginally successful solo business, and step into a world of freedom, independence, and wealth. With your current technical skills, and an open mind, you can rapidly build a highly successful and ethical business—and on your own terms.


	The Coder's Path to Wealth and Independence explains how. Mark Beckner, himself, a highly successful itinerant developer, shows you how to transform yourself from a skilled programmer into a highly creative and effective businessperson leveraging the skills you already have. You will learn to create opportunities where none have existed, create value for yourself and those you work with, substantially increase your income, define your ideals, and realize your dreams. By utilizing the unique strategies outlined in The Coder's Path to Wealth and Independence to build your practice, you will find your path to personal, professional, and financial prosperity.


	The Coder's Path to Wealth and Independence will show you how to:

	
		Work from wherever you want
	
		Use your technical skills to create a high-revenue, highly independent business
	
		Learn the skills of the "rainmaker" to acquire new projects and clients
	
		Operate under various fee models, allowing you to increase your wealth and your freedom
	
		Rapidly create proposals and contracts
	
		Manage projects and execute on your goals with greater skill than ever



	In short, this book will help you discover a variety of powerful and unique approaches to business that will allow you be highly successful—where, how, and whenever you want.


	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		How to take your technical skills and create a high revenue, highly independent business based on them
	
		How to work from wherever you want, and stay in constant motion, on your terms
	
		How to create opportunities through unique approaches to client acquisition and advertising
	
		How to focus on self-mastery and discipline in order to create a thriving practice
	
		How to implement a powerful business model, tailored to solo developers and technical consultants, that enables you to work when, where, and how you want



	Who this book is for


	Coders, architects, and technical consultants, and anyone in the world of technology all have the core skills required to follow this path to freedom and riches. This is a guide targeted at people who want to create and grow thriving and rewarding solo, technically focused practices.
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Estuaries of Australia in 2050 and beyond (Estuaries of the World)Springer, 2013

	The book addresses the questions: Is Australia’s rapidly growing human population and economy environmentally sustainable for its estuaries and coasts? What is needed to enable sustainable development?


	To answer these questions, this book reports detailed studies of 20 iconic Australian estuaries and bays by leading...


		

Handbook of Biological Effects of Electromagnetic Fields, Fourth Edition - Volume 2: Handbook of Biological Effects of Electromagnetic Fields, Fourth ... Fields, Fourth Edition (Volume 2)CRC Press, 2018

	
		The volume of this new edition of the Handbook cover the basic biological, medical, physical, and electrical engineering principles. They also include experimental results concerning how electric and magnetic fields affect biological systems?both as potential hazards to health and potential tools for medical treatment and scientific...



		

Spring LiveSourcebeat, 2004
This book is written for Java developers familiar with web frameworks. Its main purpose is for Java developers to learn Spring and evaluate it against other frameworks. One of my hopes is to compare Spring to other web frameworks, or at least show how it can be integrated with other frameworks (i.e. Struts, WebWork, maybe even Tapestry down the...




	

Introduction to Networks Companion GuideCisco Press, 2013

	Introduction to Networks Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the Introduction to Networks course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Routing and Switching curriculum.


	 


	The course introduces the...


		

Mastering Autodesk 3ds Max Design 2010Sybex, 2009
The only comprehensive tutorial/reference exclusively devoted to Autodesk's robust architectural visualization software
    3ds Max Design is a powerful real-time 3D design, modeling, and animation tool for architectural visualizations. This book covers all the software's crucial features, including how to simulate and analyze...


		

Beginning Java EE 6 Platform with GlassFish 3: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2009
While Java EE 5 is considered by everyone to be the most important enterprise release, Java EE 6 has a lot in store for you and every server-side Java developer. The most widely spread technology to write enterprise-class applications just got better with enhanced EJB 3.1, Java Persistence API (JPA) 2.0, the new, yet already very successful, Java...
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